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Preface
Enasys evaluated multiple installations of our Asset Tracking software in an attempt to build a better
tool for tracking assets.
We’ve redesigned EnaSys to optimize processes, while eliminating pain points. Enasys is specifically
designed to run on Windows PCs and Tablets, eliminating the need for cumbersome data integration,
expensive equipment, and costly maintenance.
For the best experience, use a PC for asset management and a tablet for in-field operations like
Inventories.
Tablet Asset View

This guide is not meant to be exhaustive, but to provide a quick view of key functionality.
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Prerequisites
•

•
•

Supported scanner –
o TSL Bluetooth scanner, model 1153 or 1128
o Select wedge scanners
o Motorola 3190Z
o Coming soon: Zebra, Motorola and Alien.
o Origin readers
SQL Server 2008 R2, 2012, or 2014 (Express, Standard, or Enterprise)
o Data replication, if implemented, requires at least one installation of SQL Standard
PC or tablet running Windows 7, 8, or 10 with a USB, Bluetooth adapter, or TCP/IP. Desktop
computers typically run faster than tablets.
o Minimum computer: 4G RAM, 1.44 GHz CPU, disk space enough for expected data.

TSL Scanner
Turn on the TSL scanner by clicking the trigger. Note the blinking blue light. When connected to EnaSys,
the light becomes solid blue.
Barcode scanning with the TSL 1128 is done with a double-click of the trigger.

Pairing a Bluetooth scanner
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

On your PC or tablet, navigate to the Bluetooth screen
Turn on the scanner
The scanner should appear as a device in the list
Select the device and click “Pair”
Once the Scanner is Paired with the computer, navigate to the “Devices and Printers” control.
Right-click the Scanner, view Properties, and take note of the COM port (value may vary with
each computer)
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Getting Started
Running the application for the first time will take you to the Configuration page.
1) Download the latest version of EnaSys and the Data Loader
2) Installation and first-time runs of the application must be done by someone who has
Administrator privileges on the computer and SA privileges to the database
3) If the application will use an Origin Reader, set the Port value (default: 25555).
4) Load a valid license file. Without a License, functionality will be limited
5) Select a database connection string. The database will be created if it does not exist
6) Close and restart the application

“Create Active Directory Users” will pull in all AD users into the EnaSys database. Use this to associate
AD users for Check In/Out and other functions.
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Set up Scanners/Portals
Enasys supports multiple scanners. The description below is a guide and not meant to be exhaustive.
Readers running Origin will self-register as tags are read. Ensure the Port is configured correctly in the
Configuration page to match the Origin Reader.
Manually add hand-scanners and non-Origin portals.
1) Type in a scanner name
2) Select Scanner type and hit the “+” button (see image below)

The Radio-Button indicates your local scanner. The check-box will turn on and off fixed portals.
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3) Select the scanner record to change settings
4) Select an Antenna and select an associated room/location (see image below)
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Data Loader
The Enasys Data Loader is used to import assets from a Spreadsheet to the EnaSys database. Once a
template is created, data loading can be manual or batched to insert/updates the EnaSys database.
Once data mapping is complete, save the template, insert assets, and start tracking assets.
See the Data Loader documentation for additional details.
Consult your DBA prior to loading data. Incorrect configurations might cause duplicate records and
undesired consequences. Always perform a database backup prior to any data action.
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Manually Adding Assets
There are multiple ways to add an asset. On the Home page, click the “+” button next to Assets to
manually add an asset.

1) Type in the Asset’s name
2) Type in a Description
3) Scan a barcode/RFID tag. Double click a tag to link.
a. Caution: For security purposes, tags cannot be unlinked
At this time, you can also assign the Parent Asset and Data Bucket value.
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Assets can also be added at the Parent.
Example: Select an asset, and then select Create Child

Selecting the “Location” check box will set the asset as a container of other assets. Locations will auto
inventory when all the assets under it are found. Current-Locations can also be set while conducting an
inventory by scanning the Location’s tag.
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Inventories
Conduct an Inventory of all Assets or by subset.

Inventory All
Click the “+” button next to Inventory to create an inventory event containing all assets.

As Assets are found, they move from the “To Find” list on to the “Found” List. An operator knows what is
missing.
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Partial Inventories
In the Asset View, click any tree level to create an Assets-Inventory list. Multiple-select by clicking more
than one tree. Unselect by clicking the tree again or select
Items with a

will be added to the Inventory when clicking
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to unselect all.
.

Inventory results (Found tab)
Scanning results are color coded to indicate asset status and location.

•

•
•
•
•

Icon indicates tag verification
o RFID:
o Barcode:
o Manual:
All black text: Asset is part of the search set and is found
Red text: The asset was found and not part of the search set
Asset with location highlighted red: The last reported location was out of its expected location
Grey text: Parent assets not scanned or set as a ‘Location’ container

Note: Setting the location when conducting an inventory is not required. Location data is not display if
the location is not set when the asset is scanned.
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Search Assets
In the Asset View, type part of an Asset name into the search box then click the
values in the Data Bucket will also be searched.
Note: Clear the search by clicking the

.
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. Tag values and Text

Asset Scan Search
Suppose you are in the field and want information about an Asset
OR
Someone drops an Asset at your desk and says, “I don’t know what it is, you deal with it”.
In the Asset View, scan the asset’s tag to identify the asset and where it belongs. In this example it’s
Server 1, which belongs in Room A – Building 1.
Note: Clear the search by clicking the Red circle with the

.
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Asset Locationing
EnaSys has the ability to identify assets out of position; using the location feature is optional.
Location can be determined several ways:
1) At the Inventory or Check In/Out screen, dropdown the Location tree and select the location.
Follow the same process to unselect a location
2) Assets found out of place during an inventory appear with a red ‘location’

Or
1) Location can also be set by turning on an Asset’s Location checkbox (see Manually Adding Assets
section) and then scanning the location tag while viewing the Inventory or Check In/Out screens.
Or
1) While in the Asset view, scan an asset. EnaSys will show where the asset belongs
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Check Out/In assets to users
Assets can be assigned to users.
1) Scan a User’s barcode/RFID badge or select a user from the dropdown

2) Select assets
a. From the tree-view, select assets to be checked out
b. From the List view, scan assets to be checked out
3) Click Check Out or Check In
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Scanner Requirements
Currently Enasys is configured to work with the TSL 1153 and 1128 Bluetooth UHF
RFID Reader from Technology Solutions Limited, Motorola 3190Z, and some
Wedge scanners. More scanners will be added as needs are identified.
The TSL high-performance Bluetooth scanner has UHF RFID and 2D barcode read
capability. More information and specifications can be found at:
http://www.tsl.uk.com/wp-content/uploads/1128-Bluetooth-Handheld-UHFReader-Datasheet.pdf. Additional scanner availability is in development.
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Network Topologies
EnaSys works with multiple network topologies. Each has targeted benefits. Scenario 3 requires at least
one copy of SQL Standard or Enterprise.

Enasys is a product of EDP Holdings
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